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This ieport contains a listing and instructjons for Progiam NONCON 
for which the mathematical development is presented in refe rence 1 T'ie 
computer piogram determines tne distribution of lift, pitching moment, and 
pressure on nonconical slender bodies with leading-edge separation Input 
data is obtained from Program SMITH (ref 2), which is valid for conical 
wang-bodies only. 
The program is written in FORTRAN IV language for the CDC 3600 
digital computer at the University of California, San Diego With only mino, 
modifications the program has been adapted for the IBM series 7040 and 
7090 computers at the NASA Ames Research Center 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
 
131o1,an NONGON consists of one main pi ofziain containlns' lwoI -
lhree subroutine s 'I he function of ech SUb OUtle has bet n pt ( li4 (d iln tIh 
Listing 
Input Description 
Piogram NONCON is designed to read two kinds of input data 
1) regular input data at the initial station from Piogran SMITH, and 
2) restait input data for continuing the piogram from any station at which it 
may have stopped prematurely due to the time limitation 
The initial input data are read in by using the format-free subLoutine 
INLIST provided by the UCSD Computer Center At most other computei 
centers and with only slight changes, the data can be read by using the 
format-free NAMELIST feature of FORTRAN IV version 13 
Regular input data specifications. -Definitions of the various para­
meters used in the regular input are given below 
Configuration and sheet parameters: The following data are read in 
from the Projram SMITH output. Units and normalization are the same as 
for Program SMITH, viz., velocities by the axial free stream compon­
ent U, and vortex strengths by U tan 6. 
NSHAPE 	 for circular, NSHAPE = 0, for ellipse, NSHAPE = 1 
RADIUS 	 radius of circular body 
AZAXIS 	 semnimnor axis of elliptical body 
BYAXIS 	 sennimajor axis of elliptical body 
N 	 number of sheet segments, number of pivotal points 
(3 < N -<25) 
BETA 	 dihedral angle 
DELTA(I) 	 difference of polar angle between two pivotal points 
AE 	 desired value of angle of attack parameter, 
AE = sin a/tan 6 
2 
YSTARV 	 real cooidnate of isolated vortex in tiansfoimed plane 
ZSTARV 	 imagtnaiy coordinate of isolated vortex in tiansorncd 
plane 
GVORT 	 isolated voitex strength, normalized by U tan 6 
D(I) 	 distance from the isolated vortex to a sheet point 
I = even for a pivotal point and I = odd for a middle poji 
only the pivotal point polar distance must be read in 
GS(I) 	 sheet strength at a pivotal point (I = even) and middle 
point (I = odd), normalized by U tan 6, only the pivotal 
point sti ength must be i cad in 
Nonconical shape parameters The following parameters are defined 
in figure 1 for two configurations, either with or without incidence The in­
put of Program NONCON must be' modifled for different configurations. In 
oider to read in tabulated data for nonconical shapes, the main program and 
appropriate subroutines must be changed. Any set of consistent units can be 
used for the following input variables, except that angular input is to be in de­
- grees. The axial component of the free stream velocity U is taken as unity 
in Program NONCON, and all output vortex strengths are therefore in effect 
* normalized by U. 
ICASE 	 ICASE = 1, double-delta wing configuration
 
ICASE = 2, ogive nose configuration
 
LING 	 LING = 0 without incidence effect 
LING = 1 with incidence effect 
XO 	 initial station and starting point of nonconical section 
XF 	 final station of the configuration 
DX 	 increment in x 
XCF 	 final station of nonconical section 
XGFS 	 station shown in figure 1 
SPANF 	 semispan at the final station of nonconical section, it is 
sufficient to know either XCFS or SPANF 
DELTA 	 semni-apex angle of initial conical section (deg) 
DELTAF 	 semi-apex angle of final conical section (deg) 
EDETAF 	 final incidence angle (deg) 
3 
Tolerance limits 
ACL 	 upper tolerance limit for all three loops, if the c3 ror 
exceeds this limit, the program will stop automatically 
ACCI 	 limit of percent'change in vortex strength (occurs in 
LOOPl) 
ACC2 limit on adjustment of zero force condition (occurs in 
LOOP2) 
ACC3 limit on percent adjustment of sheet shape (occurs in 
LOOP3) 
Iteration limits 
NLOOPI limit for LOOPI, generally set to 25 
NLOOPZ limit for LOOP2, generally set to 10 
NLOOP3 limit for LOOP3, generally set to 15 
Parameters involving pressure-
LPRES 	 LPRES = 0, no pressure will be calculated, LPRES = 1, 
pressure will be calculated at prescribed station 
NP 	 total number of pressure stations 
NPRE 	 number of locations on the surface per station at which 
pressure coefficients are to be calculated (NPRE-S 100) 
PDX 	 increment in x when pressure coefficients are to be 
calculated. DX/PDX must be an integer greater than, 
or equal to, one 
PRPRIT(I) 	 x station at which pressure coeffLcients are to be calcu­
lated (1:5 10) 
Restail parameters 
IRESTA 	 IRESTA = 0, program starts at initial station, 
IRESTA = 1, program starts at the station wheie it 
stopped previously 
LPUNCH 	 LPUNCI4 = 0, no punched output, LPUNCH = 1, punchod 
output if the program stops due to the time limitation 
TIME 	 maximum running time 
4 
END, STOP (aids An END cad should be inserted aftei the lnpt 
data foi each scpaiate case After all cases have been specified, a STOP 
cai d is needed to end the reading pi ocess. 
Typical i egular input data* Typical regular input data ai e shown ii 
figui e Z The oider of the data can lye alternated. Some of the unlecessaiy 
data can be neglected as shown in the second case of figure 2 
Re-start input data specification. - The restart input data specifcatLotn 
is divided into two paits. The data-for the first part consists of the sam 
input parameters requiied for the regular input data specification. The second 
part consists of a set of prepunched data cards (with a definite format and 
order) obtained from the output of the previous inteirupted calculation. TIls 
part must be added after the END card of the regular data input as shown in 
figure 3. 
Output Description 
The calculated results will be printed out by the program at the initial 
station as shown in figure 4. Print out at intermediate stations is similar, 
except for omission of the title and some parameters A description of the 
important output parameters is given below. 
General output specification. - General output parameters are defined 
below. Quantities referring to geometric properties of the model or to 
properties of the vortex sheet in either the physical cross-flow plane 
(Z = y + i z) or'transformed cross-flow plane (Z* y* + IZ") are defined in 
figures 1 through 3 of references 1 and 2. 
X 	 x station of the configuration 
S 	 semispan 
AZAXIS 	 seim nor axis of elliptical body at initial station 
BYAXIS 	 senimajor axis of elliptical body or radius of circular 
body at initial station 
YO 	 y coordinate of the tip of the wing in physical plane 
ZO 	 z coordinate of the tip of the wing in physical plane 
GVORT 	 I', vortex strength of the isolated vortex (based on U = I) 




















zI Iimaginary cooidinate of the isolated vortex in tians-
V 
formed plane 
+ Z ,2 1/2r * = (y <2 
0* = tan - I (z*/y) (deg)
V V V 
Yv real coordinate of the isolated vortex in physical plane 
zV, imaginary coordinate of the isolated vortex in physical 
plane 
2 
r =y+z \+ /2V --\v 
-1 
0 = tan (zv/Yv) (deg) 
polar angle of each middle and pivotal point (deg) 
index for vortex sheet points (I = even for a pivotal point
 
and I = odd for a middle point)
 
strength of the sheet segments (based on U 1)
 
i- real coordinates of the sheet segments in the trans­1. 
formed plane 
z-, imaginary coordinates of the sheet segments in the1 
transformed plane 
2 21/2 
r* = (Y* +Z*) 
1 1/ 
*= tan (z/y*) (dieg) 
polar distances of the sheet segments 
Y1, real coordinates of the sheet segments in the physical 
plane 




r = (y 2 + z
R(I) 	 j 
THETA(I) 	 01 tan - I (zI/y1) (deg) 
Additional output are pyinted in self-explanatory titles, such as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, LINEAR LIFT COEFF, etc. 
Pressure output specification. - At prescribed axial stations 
PRPRIT, upper and lower surface pressure coeffients are printed out 
Pressure output parameters are described below. 
Y 	 real coordinate of a point on the body or wing surface 
Z 	 imaginary coordinate of a point on the body or wing sur­
face 
CP 	 pressure coefficient 
* 	 * = 0 reliable data, * = 1 unreliable data due to the un­
defined log 0 
Additional output - If the tolerance limit has been relaxed inside a 
loop, the maximum tolerance will be printed out before the general output 
as shown in figure 5. 
When the indicator LPUNCH has been set equal to 1, a set of data 
cards with prescribed format will be punched out if the progiam has stopped 
due to time limits. This set of data must be kept in order, and will be used 
as a part of the restart input data 
7 
PROGRAM LISTING 
The FORTRAN IV listing of Program NONCON is given on page 
15 to 53 
Air Vehicle Corporation 






Wel, M H Y. , Levinsky, E. S., and Su, F. Y. Nonconical Theol 
of Flow Past Slender Wing-Bodies With Leading-Edge Separation, 
NASA CR 
2. 	 Levinsky, E. S. and Wei, M. H. Y. Nonlinear Lift and Pressure 
Distribution of Slender Conical Bodies With Stiakes at Low Speeds, 
NASA CII-I2O, Oct , 1968. 
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DELTA ISA N F 
- DELTAI F SP 
Xo XCFS XCF XF 
I) Double-delta wing configuration 
DELTA F 
;DELTA ___ __ 
2 I 
XCFS XO XCF XF 
2) Ogive nose configuration
 
Figure 1. - Nonconical shape parameters for 
double-delta wing and ogave nose configurations 
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" 7 0 Yt>Tktk='tI792 42/ ZSTAQV=.r 17140]126l1 CV/RT=1.475010"o0'.o 
=n .'396055r'799 .0 .2679742q'9 0 .0 .2053156111;i
 
f(7)=.O .1718Pr,?23 *" .l%65317118 .0 *]38c0551f81

GS=.0 .219518427'4 .0 .17973149339 .0 .118704388'7
 
GS(7)=.0 .08873588095 .0 .07641131677 .f .06085700291
 
LPPES=0 1RESTA=, 1 ItAE=3. MF THOT=2
 
FORCr=.265 .6199 5.816 .5l8' .402 .3A367 .294 .272 .258
 




Fgure 2. - Regular input data 
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7.0 .512' 9'571'163 . .4I28 1 1 46 -, .0 . 4892S 752266 




AC( 1-] .I -5 
[)ILI I AF1,. 
ACC2=I.-4 
EDLL1 F=O 
ACC%II.E-4 NLOOP=25 NLOCI'rlC 




TIPr = l 
2 2 
3.1652670938]E 00 9.36795289F65-01 1.Q4140'O09qbL 0$ 
2.4,'59657164E 00 2.1550a813711E o0 1.o667823i89?F On 
2.02438100633F-0.1 2.898431334376-01 2.5n2!44qP4floF-0l 
2.14218745928F-01 ].78222993c5OF-0l 1.586005 14'.F-0 
1.38996949413F-01 1.31&?00lnA537E-)l 1.2186303rO659E-01 
1.23971279597E-01 ].240785995735E-Ol 1.2?185Q19q71F-O1 
2.50664184U27I 00 2.63884285%4 O0 2. 777254700496 D0 
2 0 8853507062E 00 2.985%8O025Q3E 00 1.04870859755E 0') 
3.10926301270F 00 3.1237962914E O0) 3,13268Pl9416F 00 
3.10955992294F 00 3.06606229511E 00 2.99146411393E G0 
1.02194302756E-02 5.17073093844E-02 1.04467877524E-01 
1.7016048',365E-01 2o26430768432E-01 2.86376671848E-01 
3.41l75?8783E-O1 3.97226297995E-01 4.511 q786277F-01 
5.04786108665C-01 5.5728574906?E-01 6.p73634 C6001F-01 
1.88632948560E 00 1.61702954397E 00 1.4?44202025E 00 
1.23181086106E 00 1.12679983323F 00 1.02178880543F 00 
9.63625836372E-01 9.054628673016-01 8.75109225116E-01 
$.44755582997E-01 8.27621857356E-01 8.10488131805E-01 
1.46866133437E-01 4.03791073C35E-02 8.3682359869TE-02 
1.140087119-76E-02 7.742386132946-03 6.39998454973E-03 
5,65452754009F-03 5.85913165193E-03 6.5210643060tE-03 
5.21276133077E-02 4.38515639689E-02 3.69191332720F-02 
3.33799156942F-02 3.30795402982E-02 3,40418116684E-02 
2,32000000001F 01 2.OOOOOOOOOOOE-0l .5975843760E 00 
-0 -0 2.27999999997E 0] 
2.46110541880E 00 2.72830461484E 00 2.91347665420E 00 
3.049817229]E 00 3.07883903506E 00 3,01312555937E 00 
7.5Q637727297E-01 5.83741734060F-01 4.224858228Cr'E-01 
2.122826lI146-01 -4.22586470225E-02 -3.50)8434388F-01 






4.215 675 7 7 8 %,E-C1 
2.11898178991E-01 -4.20032559226E-02 -3.40577887676--01 
6.55415332981-O1 8.11666915240rE-Ol 9.0679698886PE-01 
9.77291748510E-01 9.99117473P3°E-01 9.36907306197F-01 
7.55268655042L-01 5.841205237)SF-01 4.21567575785E-01 
2.11898178997E-01 -4.20032555226E-q2 -3.4Q577887676E-01 
3.45106935920E-02 2.85879631684E-02 2.190458498V5C-02 
1.13367219190E-02 -2.27140075742F-03 -1o85256575854F-02 
5.21446796786E-01 6.25742809975E-01 7,50591846381E-01 
8.27586544398E-01 8.36978259496C-l 7.778939266IE-01 
2.08258352656E-01 2.49890707544E-01 2.0)844262726E-01 

















-0 7.00694901 752F-02 
Figure 3. Restart input data 
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T'I S PRO(-RA' I ) D 
NR'COI" ICAL TItLOPY 
I>(Nr f TO CALCULATE VORTL SHFETS By 'MI TII 
Ccii, ON!if/RPU.S,
COI)/2 /NSHA P AZAIS., bYAXI_5 S, BETA 
CO '4ON/3/DX, Xj, AXX. X, 
CM),AON/h/ALPHA, AL, DLLIA, DELIAF, SPNF, XSPFt, lANAR. SINA] 
12, CO"SA2, CfqS;A. C511T -
COMMONI5/P[E, TWOPI. P[I'2. THPQ2, RAD, N, N2, N,'P!. I-2P1 
, SINS, 
CO'IION/6/GVO!T. GVf)PTO, G( S0) 

-
1), ZS('r1 D(51 ), 1(52), R(50) , 
2SV, THF ISV, YSTARV, ZS!1RV* xV. 
C t"'ON/ I/RO, THETAOI, YOrZ-O 
CODA. N/9/EPS 
COMMON / I ()/LIIIC 
650(50), RS(SIS ), THETj\S(5) YS(53 
RO(50), THETA(5)) , Y(B0) , Zfc)) 
'V', ZV, ZVO, r\, ' RV), THTAV 
(OWM'4ON/11ttI)SGR(2S) , D)WUSGI (2%, F(29), COSPHI (25), %INPHI(2',). 
1RY0(25) 





COMiMON/22/[)GVDX, DYsVDX, DZSVDX, DDDX(25), DGDX(25). <, XY, TiriF, 
IPPPRI T(10) 
CO'MON/23/ICASE 
CO'IMON/24/iJ[LOOPl, ACCI, SUMI(25), SUJMIO(25), SU1MT11(2c,) SSt1(2r') 
1 SUM2(25), SUM2J(25), SUM21(25), SSU.M2(25). CSPIXO(25), DUL)SXo(25) 
2 RXO(25) 
COWON/25/NLCOP2, ACC29 STEP 
COMMON/26/NLOOP3, ACC3, COTPHI(25), THETAO(50)
 
Ct)MM0N/27/DFH(5)), 1D(25)q DD(50), DRR(50)i HH(25)
 
CO'MON/28/A, B , C, P
 




NA.MELIST/INPUF/NbHAPL, RADIUS, AZAXIb, BYAXIS, N, BETA, DELTAH, AF 
14 YSTARV, ZSFARV, UVORT, D, GS, IC4SE, LINC, XO, XF, DX XCF XCFS, 
2, SPANF, DELTA, DE:LTAF, EDELTF , ACL, ACCI, ACC2, ACC3, NLOCO~i, NL 




























53 If- (ICA$F 4fC. 1) 13, 14 
13 SPANF=(XCI--XCFS) DhLTAF+XCFS*DFLTA 




,2 ALL f IT IX' 
GO TJ) 60 
') DAiIF = ( XCF-XCF 
f-f 
7 
-'ALl FIT (X' , 








33 BYAX] c=RADIUS 
IF (BETA . . 
35 IF (RALIUS .EQ. 
38 PRINT 51 
GO TO 50 
39 PaiINT 52 


















,., F)FLTF , A, "I C. P 
'33. 34 
0) )6 
() 38, 39 
0.) 45, 46
 


















DO 25 1=1, N2
 


















DO 27 1=1 N
 
SLIMI ( I )=0.
 
SUM2(I)=O. 

































D'DX ( I) =E CF ( T-4 3)(1))FlTAF 
2 $4 DtVX((I) =DII)Xl (I) 
fK=I 
GO T( 74 
73 CALL I'ESFAT (LPUICH. 2) 
k"=K+ ] 






DO 11 1=], N2 
Gfl( I )=GS (I) 
RO(I)=R(I) 
11 TH-TA ( I )=THETA( I) 






IF (ICASE EQ* 1) 18t 24 
18 xY=x 





DO 30 I=I, N 
12=241 
D(12)=DO( ] )+DDDX(I)*DX 
30 GS(12)=GSt(I2)+DGDX(I)xDX 
CALL NCONSH (1) 
CALL' SETUP 
CALL L000 3 (ISTOP3) 
IF (ISTOP3.EO. 1) GO TO 8 
PRINT 7, XY, S 
PRINT 41,GVORT, YSTARV, ZSTARV, PSV, THETSV, YV, ZV, RV, 
DO 5 [=1, 112 





1), R(), THETA(I) 
CALL. LIFT (1) 
IF (LPRFS orQ. 0) 42, 63 
63 IF (MD FO. )) 64, 43 








IF (KCONT/KDEL .LT. 1) GO TO 66 
K=K+1 
KCONT=O 
66 IF (ABSU(XYFDX)-PRPRIT(IPRIT)) .LF. .001) 47, 48 
47 CALL PREPRS (1) 
GO TO 42 
4P IF (ABS(XY-PRPRIT(IPRIT)) -LE. *r)01) 49, 42 
4L CALL 1RLPRS (2) 
DX=DF LTAX j/) 
1?.. .
 
MP - ) 
4 (I, 1 h=1. JN
 
,(J A; I)= Y )M I i)
 
SIJ1Qt) )A AjhII I )
]2 0 1tX= U1121 ( I) 
[F (14'TI "'' .1c. I1 611 tO 67 
DGV D'K = ( 'V'/P r ~G',;IRI]') /I)X 
= YV YSV0X (YSTAR'/- V /DX 
D7SVt)X-(ZSTARV-/SV') /DX
 




68 DDD/( I)=(D(L)-D, (I)/DX
 
GO TO ri 
67 IF (X .LF. XCF) 96. 57 
56 XD=(X-XXO)/(XCF-XY,,) ­




DZ5 VDX=DZ VtUX 114-0* (DZVD,> 2-D-VC)x I )
 
DO 31 1=1? N 
DGDX(I)=uGDXI(I +X*(DGDX2(I)-DG,)XI(I)) 
31 DDDX(1)=L)DDXI(I)-IXD*(DDDX2(I)-DDDXI(I)I 







DO 62 I=I, N
 























1 FORMAT (IHO, 23X, 2HX=F'lo.5, 5X4 2HS=FJ0.5. 5X, 7HAZAXIS=Flfl.5, "X
 
1 7HBYAXIS=FlO,5//42X, 3HYO=E12.5t 5X, 3HZO=EI2.5//44X 16HANGLF 0
 
2F ATTACK=FIO.5, IX, 6HDEOREE//)
 
2 FORMAT (IHo, 51, 6HGVORT=EI2.5//20X, THYSTARV=E12.5, 2X, 7HZSTARV
 
I=E12.5, 2X" 4HR.V=E12.L, 2X, 8HTHETASV=E12.5//25X, 3HYV-E12.59 2XT
 
2 3HZ v=E12.5, 2X, 3HRV=E12.5, 2X, 7rITHETAV=EIZ.5//17X, 2HH=6(E12.59
 
3 2X)//IX9 6(E12.5, 2X)//2X, 11-I, 5X9 21G5, 9X. 2HYS, 9Xi 2HZS, CX
 




3 FORMAT (]HJ, 12, 10(IXf E]O.3))
 
6 FORWAT (IHI, 20X, 26H ThIS CASE WILL BE IGNORED)
 
7 FORM/AT (IH //36X, 'THE RESULTS AT X='FIO.5, ]X, 'AND S='FIO.5, IX,
 
1 , 3H).RE)
Q FORMAT (IHO, 73HT-IE PROGRAM 15 STOPED DU- TO THE NQPJCONI-VFRCGI-NCE IN 
I ONE OF THE TIIRL LOOPS) 
19 FORVAT (iHI, 48x, 24I',ONCONICAL SMITH PPOGPA) 
41 FORMAT (Iiiu, 51X, 6HGVOR F=E12.'//2OX, 7iYcSARV=ul-2.5* 2> , 7H1751,RV 
lI=E12.5% X, 4HR-tV=FI2.5, 2X9 8tlTHFTASV=1-[2o5//2'X, 3HYV=EL?,' 2, 
2 3H/V-F].R, 2X, 3HRV=ri .5, 2<, /tHHFTAV=F2.5//2X, 4X, ?1'1i. 2, 
3, 9X, ?HY, 9X, 4 rIZ. , 9>, 2HR, 7X, 6-(THE-rAS, BX, lIlt), lo'X, ll' I 
,,X1 l5ll7, L THLA)FORAT (I ujXt " H 

I1 FORNAT (JHut 52X9 16HFLATL PLATF CASC/l)
 
su)r'OL I K CONST 
C Tl'l'. SUbR0U1 INL CALCt)LAIL5 soME uSLFULL CONSTAT!JTS. 
CuIMQON/1/'ADIUS-, AZAX IS, BYAXIS* S, FTA 
COM.Mt,/'a/'LI-IM9 'IF DEL Ai DFLTAFq SPANF, XSDF. TANAF, 5 INAIT 
12, (.'1 ,7 C05o3- (("BT 
COMBoN/h] ~UIWOPI, P1)2, I111P102, RAD, N. NZ, N2MI, NP1 
COMMON/6/GVOPT, GVORTO, o)50), GSO(50). ?S(;i), THETASrO),








COM~ifN/21 /DELTAH ( 50)
 








































































DO 35 1=1, NM1 
'15 HD( I )'(1li 12+2 )+11(
H?(I =11(it ) 12) -r( 12 -2 )-H (12 -4) )/A . 
q6 







, rOIR AT 
F(R;'? I 
FiQRMAI 
I I Ili, 
111,).
(111, 
4') , 3rIIC I P( IILAf, f3rlY WT TI I STRAI tHT SIRAKES//) 
11"X,"X . IICIR(UI-A,' I)Y WITI] I' I-4rI)RAL gTPAikvFS//)
3QX, (I LL IPI-ICAL HUDY WITH 51P!GItT STPPAF1/!) 
h FLIvAT (IIII. 39y, 37I'LLIP1jCU\L B(DY W1 fH DIHEDRAL STRAKFS//) 
END 
20 
',UBPOL1 I1 N1 PF ,TAT CLi M) 
c 11i5 q,, 'I jNE PI AS ALID PUNCHLS NECFRSS-RY DATA FnR Prs,r,,PTIM, 
C Tiff PW', hj,pl?',r J(',', 
C L--o. Jil lPR0jl'A'tI N'ONCONSM DOE S NOT NFED TO RESTART. 
c LrI1 THL PR-5P't 1 NONCONLli WILL B3L PLSIARTLD AT mNY T Fd-.
 
C M- ] PNLPAPL. > I-tIR, IARTI G°
 
C Nv--M RLAD0 AID (ht(-KLS 1HE RESTORTIAG DATA.
 
C M=', DUNlCHES 01 THE NECERSSPRY DATA FOR RESifAR I NG.
 
CC)IVON//DX, XO. XXX, XYx 
COMVIMO/5/PI, TWdOPI, D102, THP1O2, RAD, N. N?,4 N2M1, N2PI 
COMON/6/GVORT GVORTO, 6S(50), GSo(5n),9 S(51)v THETA'Sm(U). YS15cf 
1), ZS(50) , D(51) - W52), R(50), R0(50), 	 * Y(5O) , RTHETA(50) 	 ,r-fl) 
2SV, T-FTS\/, YSTARV, ZSTARV, "YV, YVO. ZV, ZVO, RV, RVC. THLfAV 
COMKON/7/RO, THETAO, YO, ZO 
CONAON/tl/DVDSR(25), DWDSG] (25), E(25), COSPHI (25), SINPHl(25) . A 
1BSD(2' , ) 
COMMON/12/Xt NPPE, IPRIT 
COMMON/!17/1RADSS Z.AX 755, YAXISS 
CO1MN/]9/DBDX, DRDOX 
COMIOr4N/22/DGVUX, VYsVDX, DZSVDX, DDDX(25)9 DGDX(25), Kq XY, TIpir, 
1PRPPIT(10) 
COMMON/24/NLOOP1., ACC19 SUM41(25), SUM10(25i, SUMI1(25), SSUHI(25), 
1 SUfr2(25), SUM20(25), SUIM21(25), SSJM225). CSPIXO(25), DWD5X0(25J 
2, RXO(25) 
COMlON/29/SUI3, SUJNiLJ, SLM.31, SSUM39 SUM4. IjM4 O, SUM4T, SSI4, SU) 
iV-5, SUW50* SUMSI. SSUM5, SUM6, SUM60s SUM61, SSUMB 
NAFLIST/S0O/K, IPRIT. GVOR1, YSTARV, ZSTARV, RV, YV, ZV, GS, R, T 
1IHETA, D, DGVDX, DYSVDX, DZSVDX, DGDX DDDX, Xt DX, RADISS, ZAXISS. 
2 YAXISS, XXO, RXU, CSPIXO, DWDSXO, COSPHI, SINPHI, SUMI0, SJM1, SU 
311209 SIJM2t SUM30, SUM3 SU140, SU4 SUNISO SU15, SUM60, 5U116, RC, 
4 THETAO, YO, ZO, DBDX, DPDDX 




2 GO TO (3, 4, 5) M
 




4 	 RFAD 96* K, rPRIT 
READ 9%, 
IGVORT, YSTARV, ZSTARV, RV, YV. 7V IGS(I). I=i, N?). (P(I), 1=1, N 
22)1 (TIETA(I 1=1, N2)t (L(1), 1=1, N2), I),CVDX, DYbVDX, DZ&VDX, U 
3D60X(HI), I-1, N), (DDDX(I), 1=19 N), X DX* RAIISS, ZAXISS YAXISS 
4, XXO. (RX( I) * 1=1, N) (CSPIXO(I), I=1 N),t I)WDSX( I)0 I'= 
5], N), KCOSPHI(I), I=1, N), (SINI-(I), hi, N), (SUMIl (I), 1=1, Ml 
6 ISUMI(I) , I=11 N), (SUM20II), I=1, N), (w1JM2()v 1,I N), SUM5O 
7, SUM3, W 4U, SLJM4, SUM50, SUMS, SUM60' SUM6, P0. THETAOC Yf,, ZO. 





5 	 LTIMEI=LAPSTIME(DUMMY) 
IF ((XY+2.*DX)-PRPRI1(IPPIT) *LE. .01) 44, 45
 
44 IF (L-TIME -4.*LTIMFI+3.lITMI-l-0O0ITfl 71, 71
 
45 IF (LTIMF-2LTIMFAL TIMFO-30OO0) 70, 71, 71
 











ICVORI1 YSTARV, LSIARV, RV , YV, Z', (GS( I1=], J 2) , (R( I ) ,I-I, N 
WIA( I hli, , )DVl)X, DZSVIy.2), ( I, N2}, ( IC)I 1 '1, N2), rY",vl)X, Ij 
Drr)x( I, =1,fN), ()C X(T), 1=]- N), X, DX, RADI Ss, Z-1XIl, YAXf 
q, XXU. (RX I), tl- ,NI) (CSPIXO( I) 1i N), DrI)' Xa I * ­
1 (CObPH I T= I -SNIviI)I3 N), I) N)* I,)T ) - hSl=O N)( U (} j 1 , 
6)) , (Milf I) , 1 * N) 1 Sth2I '12 (1) I I , 14l)I] ClS , 1=i,, ) * ,tic"so 
7, SI)'4, M4, si150, 5UM65, $uJ60 , PC) . TIIFTAG. Yo, 7,"lSU4, UM5
8 DRDX, DRDDX 
94 FORMAl [IX, 3(L23.1S, 2X)) 







SUOUTIN FIT (XO. XCF, SF, DELTA, DELTAF A, B, C, P)
 
C TIllS SL[' ROJTINF F]I'S TIlL CURVE OF NONCONICAL SECTION BY A 
c )l RfIJfnI?,FP POLYNOMIA[ 
Sfn=XO*)DF LTA 
XO2=XO.'2 














A= (B2*F1-BI F2)/DV 
B=(A1*F2-A2*FI )/DV 
C=(F3-A3*A-B3*B)/C3 




SUPRnUtI INtC NCONbtlI L) 
I S SuIr"WoU INC CALCULAT! S SOME INPUT DATA FOR FACH SECT I ON (IF X. 
L),"0 FOR X=XU. L=I, FOk ANY X. 
Co(lMP'/j/RAIUS, IjA,&Is, BYAXIS, ,, BrTA 
COlMiION / /NS -,P L 
COMMiON/3/DX, X J, X, XXO 
COMMONI//ALPHA, AL. LkLTA, DLLTAF, SPANF, XSPF , lANAF, SINAI. SINA 
12, COSA2, COSA3, CO.S0T 
COIMON/5/PI, TWOPI, P102, THPIO?, PAD, N, N2, N2MI, N2P1 
CO>iM0N/-6/GVRT, GVORTO.0G(501, GSn(O) , RSC'51 1. THFTA3," ) y(, 
])i 	 ZSf1o), D(51), I( ), R(5), R0(50), THETA(5 ], Y(-R,). Z -')), P 














COMMON/28/A, B, C, P
 

























A 	 YAXISS=BYAXIS4?,YSTARV=YSTARV*RATIO 
ZSTARV=ZSTARV-RATIO
 









2 IF (LINC JEO. 0) 19, 21 
19 IF (X.LE. XSPF) 10, 11 
10 S=A;X**+34X*2C*X+P 
9 RATIOO=X/XXv" 
IF (NSHAPF *LQ. 0) 7, 8 
7 IF (ICASE FO. 1) 12, 13 
12 RADIUS=RADISS*RATIO 









IF (NSHiAPF .LO. 0) 14, 8 
14 IF (ICASE .EO. 1) 15, 16 
15 RADTUi=PADf$S*RATIO 





8 AZAXJ =Z\X I) ~~I In
 
I3YAXISZYAX l5S-'*RATIO 
PF I UiRN 
23 	 (RpfIT zX /XX' 
f.T=FAD tD15S',RA TI CItS
5- v DP LTA 
IF (X iF XxPP) 17, 18 4 C17 	 FP5=3 Al(Xll +2c*B*X 
PET URN 






C TIIS SUI3ROUTINLU L.TS UP ALL COASTANTS FOR [HF TPANISFORnij;flrTIs 





COWM'ON/5/PI , T-4OP[, PlOP. 1HPIO2, RAD, N, N2- t2M! N,?P1 
COMmONI/7/RV, THETAO, YO, 70 
COMMON/8/SPRSOS, SMIRSOS 
CGMV(ON/13/ CA, CBi CBMA. CI3MASDt C FIAZ, CPSO 1 
COMMON/14/AZ, BY, AZSD, bYzO, XL/, E AZo BMA, US!S ,, RSQ 
COMMON/15/ A, B, ROOT4, SI;IANG, COANG, tETAR 
COMON/30/TLIFT, UPPER, XLOWFr 
COMPLEX CA, CB, CBMA, C['PSO, CWTAZ, CRSC 



















, CBMA SO =9BMASO 
I
BSA5=BY**2-AZ**2 




























IJFJP[.R= CRT Ci '.V S- q TA 1) X.N21 "IAc,(04 1 Z-50) 
XLf,Ff?= -S't (I , Pi'A-F I A "'L2/ If'ASO+X 17S0) 
rq TO 7
 



























7 CAI-I Y;'(r)vu 
PO IOR 1 ( yr),.x Y(), 701 
























SUflROUTINF Yl',CO' (y, 7, s) 
THIS ,'JE DSOEOU, BKTWEL AtdpoQS TH TRANSFORM]ATION Z /h-iTAP 
CC,.,,N / 2 / NS 1A PE 
C 1/4: 1 , TJOPI , PIl2, iHpIO, PAD, N, 2 N2 NW) ?PIfl/5/3I 
C'CiC',}r'/1i IAI IB , AZ,-, IkY(,Q. XIZ, TAZ, '1MA. i-ASIA,. RS) 
IF (NSIAPF .Fo- 1) 1, 2 
DVNM'H= Ym*24+7-x2 
fELaYy-RSO*Y/DNOm
A 1M=2-+RFSOZ/DEtiOW '-LTAZ 
TCP=2.-REL*AIM,

' ' HOT TOP=1EL' 2-Al ). - 2-X IZ**2 
RS=SQR.1 (SORT(TOP<- 2+BOTTO <-21) 
IF (TOP) 8f 12, 8
 





B 0T TOM=--y-"- 2 - Z-*-*'2- y S W0+A Z S 
R=SORT (5RT (TOP**2-cJOTTOM, )2))
 
IF (TOP) 4, 5, 4
 
CALL ANGDET (Y, Z, PHI, BOTTOM, COSTRI, SINTRN)
 
60 TO 6 
THETATAN2(TOP, BOTTOM) 
IF IT;II' .LT. O.)THFT=THPT+Ti0PI 
PHI =. 5THLT 
COSTRM=COS(PHI) 
SINTRMl=SlN(PHI ) 





A IM=BY*R*SIN TRM-AZ*Zt+PIA*ETAZ 
TOP=(2.*REL,'f4IM )/bA4-*2 
80TTOM:(REL4-*2-AfM**2 )/Bi4A**2-XIZ*l2 
RS=SORT (SORT (TOP*-2+BOTTO , *2))
 
IF (TOP) 8, 9. 8
 





IF (TH&T .LT. 0.) THET=THET+TWOPI 
PHI =. 5*THET 
C OS TRMCOS (PHI) 
SINTRM=SIN(PHI 
IF (COSTRM .GF. 0.) 10, 11
 
COSTRiM=-CO$TNM 








" $ ROlt I I ,'F YZCflM"F r YS , a. , - , Z) 
C. THIS 'ItINO)"I INt-(D( s- THE TVANSFIORkNAT IOil, BETb'FEN" Z TAn 1416 Z 
CO'IM() I/ P I S rAP F 
t(MjMO'/Nn /PI , IV'uPI , PLO, TtlPIO?- RAI). N, N2l, N?1'j, 1/PL 
(OM44O1 / 4/A, PYY AZS, fMI o- XIZ, LTAL, IVA , SS, RS( 
TOOr,= ?.*YS*Z S 
150T TOW: VfS** ?'Z-S**2+X I Z -*2 
FHO-SORT (SORT CTOP**2+BOT IO,1 -2 ])
 
IF (TOP) 1, 21 1
 




1 THIT=ATAN2(TOD, ROT TO)
 














S I N TIR' =-SI NT R,'
 












IF (TOP) 9,1i , 9
 
it CALL ANGDET (AL, BE, PHI, BOTTOM, COSTRA, SINTRM)
 




















IF MY) 141 15, 15
 
15 IF (AZ*4L-BY*-YTER1) 16, 17, 17
 


























RFIO- SQRT (SQR T(TOP*2-f ROT TO"I**2)
 
I[- (TOP) 21, 22, 2J
 









I I (ILT LT. %). ) 24, 
T1 Ir T Tit'T4 1 W(lIp
PH I = ­, 9'TI IFI 
2' 
23 
C ,I rzt cnS rH Iq) 
1I *NI rl 5 IN (f-f) -
YTC RIzf-J0 CCPZ Trt 
27 
'Tr k,1! RiO*c I! TIF 
Y-.- (A4YTF R[I) 
2=.14t7tZTf P I 
I1- (A YTCRM) 26, 27, 
IF (A-YTFRNI) 20, 28, 
2/ 
28 







SLIBROUTINF )FRIVF (YS, ZS, Y, Z- DR D) 
SIr3RCUT-IN[E 	 DZtD7SlHC 5r CA1.CULATFS 
ACOMMO,/2pi4SHM' 

COMMOI1//PI, T'OPI., 0102 THP102. RAO, N, N2, N2'11, N2PI
 
COM'ION,]3/ CA. CH, C(MA, CP'ASO CJFTAZ, CRSO
 
COkNtON/1j4/AZ, BY, AZ5 E,ySO, XiZ, ETAZ, RniA, 85S1A5, R50
 





IF (NSHAPE .CQ. 0) 1t 2
 
2 	 TOP=2.-*Y*Z 
BOTTOM=Y k*2-Z**2-BSMAS
 
RHO=SORT (SORT( TOP*2+BOTTOM**2) 
IF (TOP) 3. 4, 3
 
4 CALL ANGDET (Y, Z. PHI. BOTTOM, COSTR, SINTRN)
 
GO 	 TO 5 
3 THET=ATAN2TOP, BOTTOM) 
IF (THFT .LT. 0.) 6, 7 






























(Y, Z , Pill , R, CC)STRM , SI'TRMSI1fOIJT TINF ANcDLT 
C THIS SIIHPO)lJT INI- DTFP,.I NL, AIrL-" OF ( (Y+1Z)- 24RAL . 51L IY," E. 
7 FOIIAL Z[I'#f 
CO'AUOtll//Pl ,WOPI, P1U2, THPIO2 RAD, N, N21 NMI N2P1 
IF (R) 1, 2, 2 
1 IF (Y) 5. 1, 5 
3 IF (7) 4, 2, 5 
5 PHrz=P102 








4 PHI T&HP12 






SUBROU IINF COI IGR ( M) 
S11H PS ILiRlIT [NF CALCULAILS ALL CONF I (,URA I IOINS OF SIJI-FTS AND 
7111- 11,0L ATLI) VORTEX 
.1=1, GIVF Y,V, /SV, P(PIV), lHPJV) s V, ( S(PJVI) 
CAt CUTF ALL TIH OTHI RS 
C M=G. CALCULATF G(PIV) ONLY 
CflvtMON/3/DX, XO, X, XXO
 
COMMCNI//PI, TWOPI, P]02, THPIO2, RAD. N 112, N2M1, N2P]
 
C(,MMOON/6/GVOPT, GVORfS, GS(59), GSO f),RS(51 ). THCTAS(O), YS(5C
 
), ZS(50), D(CI) , H(2 , R(50) ,-RO( O) , THETA 50) v(50) Z (n) R 
2SV, THFTSV, YSTARV, ZSTARV, YV, YVI, ZV, ZVO. RV, RVO, THETA"' 
COMMON/7/RO, THETAO, YO, ZO 
COMMON/27/DH(50) , H)(25), DD(,O)t DRR(50), HFI-25) 
NM=N-1 






























DO 12 1=1, N2VI, 2
 
1 ) (D( 1+1 14-D( 1-1))/2.D(II= 










































DO 19 1=2, NW1 
12=29IN-1+1) 






S(,5(( 2 (2.KDH('I)*fl( I )4i2 . iI2 )*2-GS(3)/CH2 )--( ) ) )/C+(4 
[N I0t I , 
18 6-S( I?) (2 12 -1] 1 TP 4 1 +DII( 12+1 )'6SC'?- ii (D I 2-)4-flIl ,sI II 
(.( ) -( (2-PIf(iN2-





,UBPGtTJNL SORCL (Y, 7, DIR, D[, S . FI) 
TI I 5 S(I'bROUT INF CALCULtTFS Tl- !rI.JRCE TFRM IN! CO'.PL[ X VF I OC I1 
CO,mm N / /I SHAr _
 




COMMON/19 'DlSDX , DRDDX
 
COMPLEX ROfOT, DZDZs, S. CA, C-, CBMA, CBMASQ, CILTAZ, Cr'), (CAPZ', 
ICDRDDX, CI)BDX 
CAPZ=C"-PI X(Y, ZI 
D7DZ S=--lrDLX (DR, D I
 
IF (NSHAP& .EO. W I , 2 
2 CDBDX=DBDX,*(U.,O.) 
S=CA CDBDX*DZDZS/ROOT 
GO TO I 
I CDRDDX=DRDDX*(i.,On.) 









(YS, 75, Y, 
 , 	R, DI, FP- El) 
11Ytl IM)UTINFTrls 	 CALCLILATLS LPS5*( DWZ/DZ 2 1 7 
COO1M, 2 /N SHAP E
c()-%1O/.3/ 
 CA, CB. CfllA, CrIMAsr)3, CIETAZ, CRS)C('4t'(Thij 6 /PCOT 
COPLCX CA, CB, CBf-A, 
CSVA$O, C4FTAZ, ROT, V, , CA3'Z., Ctp. rz


























I FPS=PF (°5 F.PS ( 2 DIIi X( 2/ 
A Z / P Z) S_ ] , ) C p &
 





SIpniITI I- DWINC rYs,. 7 - 1)7c2.0 D1I7)St 
C uItI lIIAROIT INE CALCULA.T - TF ET R', DV( INC) lZ'-
CO 1';/ A I US,- ALAXI S HYAXI , 5. '3f/lH TA 
COW 01N,'/5/P I T;', P I o P102, TIIPIC2, RAD, N, N2. 2qA], N2P1I CGM. VC!1/8/..PRSC.'S, tS"4 ,)SO 
CO4DLFX CZS, CA, CB, CD- CE, CF, CT, CD]DZS, CFP, CTT, CDI?- CnI 
TT=ACOS(2.*RAGItJS*S/( t-'2+RADTUS *2))
 


















HflTTOM=ySf-2-ZS,4 2±SDp SOS*-2 
RS=SORT(SORT (TOP**2+BOTTO,'**2))
 
IF (TOP) 1, 2' 1
 
























AAQ =F"AL (CA) 
AAJ =A IWAG (CA) 
IF (AA .LF. 0.) AAI=AAI+TWOPI 
CA=CWPLX(AAR, AAI) 
1R =RE ,1 ((Ct, ) 
HS I =A I 1AG (C6 
IF (RIHl .L. 0.) 3RI=BI+TWIOPI 
CriCMPI X (UaP, RFrT) 








11-11I ,  SIJ!'RO!iT I!.llr' CAILCIJLhTlrS [ISEFLJL EXPREh..SI!)l<5 FOP 

T l lE  [: ' iOPl ALID TI-IF.' L t 'CP3 

C(j'lh:(!hl/?/DX XO r X t  XX:)  

coI.::voN/(~ /.+.LI>I_I:\, A F ,  r)rL TI:, DI:LTAF, SP:+NF, x w r ,  TAP:.:.~F, c IPJ;?;. 51::: 

1 7 ,  COSA?. C3SA39  COcaUT 
CO~.l:.lC)P/5/FIr TL~ICJPI. " 1 0 2 9  TF IP IO2r  ,?Al)r N, N 2 1  N 2 " l .  k!?i;lPI 
CCiYl?31.i/(,/GVOIITt G'VORTO, G S ( 5 0 1  GS0(5!l). 2 5 ( 5 1 ) .  TtIETAS(".) VS ( c , : *  
1 ) .  Z S L 1 > C ) r  D ( 5 1 )  + H ( 5 2 1 .  : 1 ( 5 0 ) ,  i R 0 ( 5 : ) ) .  THC-.TA(F;O), Y(C.01,  Z( ' :n).  .7 
25V.  TF+FT.iV, Y5TARi i r  L:;TAIIV+. YV. Y V 9 r  ZV, 'VOt RV, KV?,  ' t ifTr.\ '  

CO~.liJOl\i/7/ROr THETAO- YO, ZO 

COl~l?iOlr i / l  O/LIIYC -





CO~i lnON/27/DH( ' . ( i )  9 H U ( ? ' i ) ,  r )D(F;O),  D R R ( F . 0 )  
 i i t r ( Z 5 )  
D I M E N S I G N  U R ( 2 5 )  7 U1 ( 2 5 1 ,  D k O i S R ( 2 5 )  9 DWUZSI (25) 
DO 	 3 I = l r  N 
-	 L = Z * l - 1  

C A L L  O F R I V F  ( Y S ( L ) *  Z S ( L ) , Y ( L ) t  Z ( L 1 r  D R ( J ) v  D I ( I 1 )  

3 	 ABSDII)=I./SORT(CR(I)*+t2+DI(I)**2) 
DO 1 I = 1 ,  N 

I Z V l = ? U - I - l  

C A L L  SOURCE ( Y ( I 2 N l ) ,  Z(I27?411, D R ( I ) t  D I ( I ) ,  S R *  S I )  

-.<q r D z s r = o .  
,$$'.TO 4 
7 ' F A L L  DWINC ( Y S , ( I 2 M l )  r Z S (  I 2 i r l l )  t D I D Z S R t  D T D Z S I  
4 :Y?S?\YSV=YS( 1 2 ~ 1.. 	 1 - Y S T A ~ V  
.%SPY SV=YS I I 2 b i 1) +YSTARV 

%SJSIZSV=ZS( 1 2 ~ 1 , )- Z S T A R V  





.$OM I= o  

:Dl@' Z K = l  N  

K 2 = 2 * K  

YSMYS=YS( I2P.41 ) - Y S ( K 2  ) 

Y S P Y s = Y S ( l 2 Y l ) + Y S ( K 2 1  

Z S M Z S = Z S ( I Z M l ) - Z S ( K 2 )  

YDENS= ( Y S M Y S * * ~ + Z S I $ ~ Z S * * ~ 
) * (  Y S P Y S * * ~ + Z S . L ~ Z S * * . ~ )  
SI.Jt4R=SiJI.iR+GS( 1(2 * H I - i ( K l ? ' Y S ( K ?  )*ZSI.?ZS* ( YSMY.';+YSPYS) / (Th 'OPI *Y l )FNL)  
2 SUMI=SUMI+GS(K~ )*hH(K)*Y: ; (K? I /  1 T ! ~ ~ ~ P I * Y : X N ~ )1 %  ( Y S M Y S * Y S P Y ~ . - Z S > ~ Z S * * ~
D;dDZSR ( I) =-GVDRT *YSTARV*ZS).lZSV*( YSl tYSV+YSPYS\J)  / ({ ' IT-YDCNV) -SUhll?+ 
l S R + D 1 0 7 5 R  
1 OWDZ:; 1 ( I) = - ( L V O R T  *YSTAI?VS (YS:4YSV*YSPYSV-Z5i<ZSV**Z / ( P I  *YDf  N V ) + S  
lOI41 +TAKAF-S I  - 0 I L ) L S I  ) 





t . ( I  l : = ! ~ i 3 ! l T ( l ~ ( l . ) * ~ 2 i ( I ) D ( L ) / D H ( L )) ~ n 2 1  

COSPt i I  ( I  l ~ ~ > R ~ < l L ) * l \ ~ ! i l ~ l1 ) H l ) l l ( L ) ) 
I ] / ( [ - (  

S'INC>HI ( I =SORT( I .-c~I~,PI~I( I)**7 1 

ANG=TIiF'Tr;V+H (1. I 

O N F I  -- ((.OS (Ah11 I +I)(LI + S  TI\](ANG 1 *l)D (L .  /D t I  (L)) /1'. ( 1 1 * ( -1 I 

T K O R = ( C O S ( A N G ) * O D ( L ) / I ' I ~ I ( L ) - ~ I I \ I ( A N G ) * D ( L )  ) / E ( I )  *(-I.
1 
D\iDS(;R( I )=ARSL, (  I I * (  Ti*lOK*DWDZSR (I) - O P 4 E I * D k I ~ L S I ( I  I ) 
5 	 D!.lI>SGl ( I ) = A l j S D (  I) *  (TkOR*DbtDZSl  1 I)+ONEI*Dldi>ZSR ( I )) 
REITIJRN 
FND 
TtlI:; Sllii1:OLJTlhlF CAI.CI!LA~~S TIiE COMPLFX C0F:JUGATI: OF TtlF. . 
\fCI.:)('I I Y  FT t ' i D  AT TLir ISOLATFr) ?/3r?TFX 
.. 
C A L L  D E K I V r  ( Y S T A R V ,  L S T A K V ,  YV, ZV ,  D V K t  D V I )  
C A L L  SOURCE ( Y V ,  L'J, DVR D V I  9 5VR t S V I  ) 
C A L L  EPSLN I Y S T A I I V *  ZSTAHV, Y V s  ZV ,  DVRI !>VI I E V R *  EVI.) 
I F  (L1:dC . E 3 .  0 )  1, 2 
I D I D Z S R = O .  
D l P Z S I = n .  
Glr TO 3 
7 CALL D V l N C  ( Y S T A R V ,  ZSTARV,  D I D Z S R ,  D T D Z S I )  
3 SUNR=O. 
SUMI=O. 
DO 4 K = l ,  E! 
K 2 = 2 * K  
, YSVbl,YS=YSTARV-YS ( ' ~ 2 )  
~ Y S 3 v D ' t S = Y S T A R V + Y S(52 ) 
.ck;ZSVb:ZS=ZjTARV-ZS ( K Z  
A-'.-
,
~ r > f i i \ i s v =  ( Y S V L . I Y S * * Z + Z S V M Z S * ~ ~  * (  YSVPYS**~+Z .C ,V~ IZS* *Z
. 






4 ;~SUMI=SU!-~I +GS < K 2  * t lH  ( K  ) * Y S (  K 2  1 %  (YSVMYS*Y. ' ;VPYS-ZSVb~ZSQ*Z)  / ( TKOP I * Y  
.:goErusv)
;5
.%SUMR=SUYR+SVR+GVOR~T*EVI /T!<OPI + D I  I I ZSR % .  




D Z S Z V I = - D V I  /taBDV 
CDWZVR=DZSZVR*SUMR-UZSZV  I * S U M I  





1 H I 5 SIII;I?OIJT CAI-CIIL /\Ti- 5 TI-I[: NEb; V0ORTb:X STRENGTH OF TtJ!; 1 SI!LRTr 1.2 
VORTEX RY  SAT I S F Y I N G  THF KUTTA CONDITION 
SLIM=(). 
Dr)  I I-?. N 
r 2=2*  I 
5UM=5llM+(li(I2+~)-ti(I7-2l)*GS~I2~*COS~TtlETASlI2~~/RS~I7~ 

I F  ( L I M C  . to .  0 1  2 ,  3 
2 D I DZS I =O .  
GO TO 4 
3 CALL 3WINC (O., 0 . 7  D IDZSR ,  D I D Z S I )  
4 	 DIV=COS(THETSV)/(PI*RSV) 
GVORD=TAN4F-GS(2)*H(L~)**2*COS(THF:TA5o)/(T~4OPI~(H(4)-~(?~~*RS(7~1 
~ - G S ~ ~ ) * ( H ( ~ ~ - H ~ ~ ) * H ( ~ ) / ( H ( I + ) - H ( ~ ) ) # C O S ( T H E T A S ( ~ ) ~ / ( T ~ ~ ~ P I * R S ( ~ ~ ) - ~  




I t I I ! ,  S l l l i R O l J T l ~ l ~  UESIGN~:(J TO S A T I S F Y  TI-IF PR ISS IJREI S  	 COK l [? IT l ( l r :  
- .  
.. 

CGMYI:4ON/?~/CX* X C I  X, X X O  . 

C t l / 1 i.!061 . P 1 0 2 , - THPI'OZ, 'RADt  NI N 2 r  N 2 M l  I ~ ! ? D l  

.-COE'lfsnE!/h/C-\lCIiT 3 GVOl?TO, G S (  5 ? )  G S ! ' ( 5 n )  , K S ( 5 1 . )  t T ~ ! ~ T r , 5 ( 5 0 ) .  YS(5:: 
3 ) 3  Z S ( 5 C I I - O ( ' i 1  1 ,  H ( 5 2 1 , - R ( ? O ) ,  R O ( 5 0 ) r  T H C T A ( 5 9 l r  Y ( 5 ? l ) r  % ( ' ? ) *  I? 
, ZSV,  THET'i\/, YSTA!IV, Z S r A R V ,  YV, Y V n r  Z V t  ZVO, R\ l .  RVOr  TI iETA?,  
CO l .+P iON/11 /DHDSC;R(25 )~  D i ? l D S G I ( 2 5 ) ,  E ( 2 5 ) ,  ( ? < I ,  A~ 0 . 3 ~ ~ 1  S I N I ' H I ( 2 5 )  
l S S C ( 7 5  1 
.COM:10&/18 /ACL- 
C O M I ~ ~ O N / ~ ~ / N L ~ I > P ~ ~A C C l t  b U M ' l ( 2 5 )  r S U ? 4 1 0 ( 2 5 1 3  S!JE111 ( 2 5 ) ~S S U b l l i ? 5 . ) .  
1 S I J M Z ( 7 5 )  , S U l * 1 2 0 ( 2 5 )  SUY.121125)- , 5 5 U 1 4 2 ( 2 5 )  1 C S P l X O ( 2 5 ) ' ,  'i)'.vO.',~li(25) 
2.1 	 R X O ( 2 5 )  

C O M t J O N / ? 7 / D H ( 5 0 )  r H D ( 7 5 )  D D 1 5 C l l .  D R R ( 5 0 )  r H H l 7 5 )  

ISTOP l= 0 

A C C = A C C l  

N I T E R = C  

CALL' C O F I G R  ( 1 )  

I P A S S = O  

DO 3 I = l ,  N 2  





C A L L  USEFUL  

DO P I = l .  N 

~ = 2 a l - l  * 







( I ) ) * l X - X 0 ) / 2 .  
A D ~ I ~ = ~ C S P I X ~ ~ I ~ ~ R X ~ ~ I ~ + S S U M ~ - D ~ ~ ~ D S X ~ ~ I ~ ~ * ~ X ~ - ~ ~ U I ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ A ~ ~ D ~ I ~ ~ E ~ I ~  

SUM=SSUb+=(!. 
00 2 I = l r  N 









S S U Y = H D ( I N ) * G S ( L )  

C A L L  C O F I G R  ( 0 )  

110 4 I = l t  N 









C A L L  GAi ' l l iRV ( CiVORT 

FRROX=AH.', ( ( (;VORl -(>VORI) /GVOl lD )  

I F  I I R I . A .  I .AND. IPA!>$ .KO. 0 )  GO 1 0  f, 

M I T E R = N I  T K H + 1  

IF (1.ll1.1:~.LI:. NLOOPI) GO T O  Q 

ACCI-ACC l + A C C  

IF ( A C C I  .GT. ACI. ' I 7 2 ,  4 

I S T O I ' l = l  




GVORT= ( G V O R T + ~ V O R D )  / 2 .  

DO 10 I=1 , N 2  

6 S (  I) = ( G S (  I I + ( ; (  I)) / 2 .  

G(! TO 5 

COEIT I?ll!F 
If' ( ACC '  .En... A CC )  [A? T o  7 5  
l J R I N T  2 0 3  IFII.( I ) .  
t\(.C I =ACC 
-151 
. . 
I < )  3 EI?IIOR, 
. . 
A C C l  
21, 175rcllwi 
2 A T ( ' . t l ' < v  ~ L J I ~ E R I I O R ~Ai2E TOO L.AIIGE, 2 x 1  3111:I?=6 (512.5,  ? X )  / / i X t  7 
























SU ROUT IE. LOOP2 (M, IS TOP2) 
TIll', SUROUTIlr IS I)ESifNFD TO SATISFY THE FORCE HALANCF EOUATION 
COMN'N/3/fX, X2. X, XXO -
CU'i4ON/5/PI, T"'OPI, PlO?, "IHPI?, PAD, N, N2, N2V], N20J 
COMON/fi/GVOR1 , (VCRTO,(j'( 5 - 650(5)n RS(UI ) . TrIETASC5( ) , Ysk50 
1), ZS(50C, D(51), H(52), R(SO), R(50), THETA(SO), Y(5O), Z 4 O), R 
2SV, THETSV, yjrARV, ZSTARV, YV, YVO, ZV, ZVi, RV RVn, THETAV 
Cr).iAON/8/ACL 
COHQMON/25/NLOOP2, ACC2, STEP 










IF (ISTOPl *o. 1) GO TO 28
 
RFTtJPN 




























ER(I =(ZETAR II *2+ZETAI(I) **2)/VORLFT(1) *2
 
IF (FR(I) .LE. ACC2) 11 4
 
IF (ACC? FO. ACC) GO TO 35
 

















































ILfRM=ZF-TAP (I) ('ZEIAR (? )-ZF-TAR( 2)AZ ETA ( I )
 
DL TFR -TV" 'I-F F'%2 I-TIr-AM _
 
YSV= (YSV(I ) IFRl!-YV() TER"42+Y.SV(3 )*TCRt43)/DETERM

ZSVZ= (L V (I1) FER"',l - SV ( 2 ) *T ER,12 +Z V ( 3 )*TERN3 1 /OE.rf-RM 
I1 (AB((YSVZ-Y TARV)/YSrARV) .GF. -5) 12, 13 
13 IF SIAPV)/ZSTARV) .6F. ) 12, 14(AB5(CSVZ-?. .-

P FPRFlAX=AtAAY IIFRI I), LR(2) , ER(3)
 
- IF (LR( 4) .G. ERRHAX) 15, 16 
15 IF (NTRY CT. 6) V3o, 18 
30 ACC2=ACC2I-ACC 






ERRMlIN=A IINI(ERI1), ER(2)t ER*3))
 
DO 19 J=l , 3
 























DO 23 J=1. 3
 

































SUBROJT I.4E LOOP3 (I STOP3
 
C THIS SU-iROUTINt IS VESJGQ[LD t0 SATISFY THE NORMAL VELOCITY 
COtfON/1/1.ADIIJS, AZAXI , BYAXIS, 5, BETA 
CO 	 ",4'N/3/DX, X), X, XXr) 
COHMON/5/1, I,' OPI, P102, THP102, PAD. N, N?, N2MI, N?0L 
COMPON/6/CVORT, G",RTO, 6S(50), GSr(',0), RS(U.1), THrT/S(50), YL(4n­
1), ZS(50), D(5I), H{' 2) R(50) RO(50), T)IE-TA('O), Y(50) . ?7(ROI, R 
2SV, THETSV, YSTARV, ZSTARV, YV, YJO, zv,ZV.Vn RV, RVn, THU-TAV 
COMMO11N/I/WL)SGI(25), DWU.SG1(25), £(25), COSPHI(25), SINPIl (2 1, A 
IHSD( 25) 
COCMON1I 8/PCL 
CCMMON/26/NLOOP3, ACC3, (OTPHI(2r), THETAO50) 
CO 	 ,WON/27/DH(50), IHD(25). DD(50), DRR(50). HH(25) 








APR I"PIE=. ")5 
NITFR=O 
M=O 
12 CALL LOOP2 [M, 
IF CISTOP2 .EO. 
Do 6 1=1, N 
6 DOLD(I)=D(2*I) 




1) GO TO 23
 
ETA (1 ) ( (R (L ) -R') ( L I-RO( L )*CTPHI ( I THrT (L -THF TAO(L) )) /DX-'p'flSG 
-I (I)/SINPHI I I) )/DWDS'R(I)*SINPHI( I) 
I& ETA(Ih=ASIN(ETA(I)) 
DEL]i =-ETA(1)*(D(2)**2+RSV*2-?.*D(2)*RSV*COS(DH(3)))/(RSVSIN(DH 





2 DEL(I)=D(I?)*DEL(I-I))/D(IM?)-ETA(I)PD(I2)**24D0 2M2)r*2-2.D(I 
12)*D(I?M?) COS(DH(L) ))/(D(2,I2)SIN(DH(L))) 







IF (FRRMAX .LE. ACC3) 7,8
 




IF (ACC3 .GT. ACL ) 13, 10 

























if3 ?Y I ) =DL) 1 ) +)FL I I) FA CTER() 

T -C I .G e 

7 if (ACC3 .17. ACC) GO TO 30
 











'UtBROIIT[N!E LIFT (K) 
C THIS SUROiJIIL CAICt'LATES LINEAR LIFT C(ThF. AND)NONLINEAR LI IT 
c COEFF .. K U, CALCULATF', EV-RYIH1ING AT XO STATION. 
C K= 1, CALCL'LATL-S EVFPYTHIQG Ar ANY STAI ION. 
COMtIONI!/RAD (U., ALAXIS, tYAXjS, S, BETA 
Co4"tMON/'A/DX, X. , K, XXC 
COMHON/It/AL-PHA, AL, DELT,Th[DLTAF, SPANF, XSPF, TANAF. SINAI, 'INA 
12, COSA2, COSA3. Cn$11T 
COrJwO)I jPI, ft OPT. P102, THD'IO2, RAD, N, N2, N'2M] , N2D1 
COW,"f(lN/6/G-VORT, GVORTOY S~l GSfl(SCU), P5(91), THF1P$(O)). Y${'P 
I). 7SC5'H , D( ,I1, M(52), R.150), RO('.0), THETA(tIC) ,Y(5O)) 7(',0), * 







COWAI)N/27/DH C5)1, HE 25 D (rQ) , DRR(ho ) , H-Fi(2; 
COMON20c U',?,SUM'C1 Sktl'3 1- SM SUM4 , StsMhti, SU! 141 , SS,t1'i , 
IVSUMSc,, SUM11, S$Ufe5 * SUllS, SUM6O. SUM61. S$SUFA6 
COMMON/30/TLIFT, UP'W-R, XL014FR 








S U = 0.
 











StJMrbO=CL2*?.* SLJM 3 
SLJA4=2 .4CL/3.M2.*SUM3*Xo
 






































'SUM4 =S5)'A/4+ 1 XiXO0) ( rW)t 4 1-5It'~ /
 
AOM IS5tJU/4/ I2?. c,SUM3 x X)
 









IF 	(LINC .EO. 0) 3., 2 
3 	 Cl_ IN='. 
GO TO 7 
2 	 R2=PATIIIs4F2 
THFT=ATA'N2(S*%*2-2, 2.*RADILJS,*r) 
IF 	(TUFT *LE. 0.) THT=THFT+TIVOPT
 
-
CL TN-FPS"*COS;A t( ( TL IFT+IR2 ) ACOS (2-RAD)I dS-,5/ (.S* ?+R2' I +TH-IT*( PR 0f 
iS* 2-TLIFT-R2)+SRSOS*(PI*SMRSOS/2.-4.*RADIUS))/ (C0SfTf*SSLJM3)*?. 
CL=CL+CL IN
 
















8 	 PRINT 4, CLI, CL2, CLIN, CL, AOMI, AOW2, ASH, RATIO()
 
4 FORMAT (1HO, 12X, 1SHLIJEAR LIFT COEFF=E12.5, 2X, 211NONLIN'EAR LIF 
iT COEFF=EI2.5, 2X, 17HINCOT LIFT COEFF=E12.5//33X, 17HTOTAL LIFT C 
2OEFF=E2.5//13X, 14HLINEAR MOMENT=E12.5, 2X, 17HNONLINEAR 'OIINT=E 




UW,' [IT I I P10 P[PS) 1 1"1
 
t
'I II:, Rn i IL P1 'AR1 5 e'Nt CALCULATL S Tt nR[ UPro
 
tLirI, A S 1',-L! IWU-c T'II Al 1i-Fi ,TAFIiCt
1'11 r I IA I  SI 

L , P fC-JL '\TFS THE PR-S'ndFE AT S C(ND Si ATION.
 
'",k/ /i)ADI)i,I AI V"5, PYA<Is S1 BETA 
1I10fP /I/ 'ISFIAPI
 
(0 ",GN'/OX- 2', ' XX, XX6
 
C-,, O/0" r/P , I ()P , P102 , TtiP 1('2, RAD s l- N 2 N21?M 2P!I 
CO'O /6/GVOIR GVORTO, CS(5f50 (,S')50), RU.1) THFTA-(50), .,'$ 
1), 15U ;) , fVI H52) RTA TH0'A Y(r, P,  '0(5r (O) Irf)I 
1HI"1SV, YE-1ARV, ZSTARV, YV, . VO, ZV, ZV0 , PV, PVo- TIHEI JV 
Cr)"10 111IX, ,NPrZF, lr) JT 
C-' 'N/V,/TL!Ft, 1lPPE , XL0'EP 
C(OW O/33 /CZV- CZ-( 25) 
I) 10VS'O' YPS(202) , ZPS(202). YP(20n), ZP2021, PHIXO(202) PH1X(? 










DO 3 KJ=I, M3
 
'Ai NODH[ (KJ)=O 















i 	 ZPS(1)=.OflU]*tJPPEP 





CALL YZCoM, (YPS( 1), Z05( 1), YP( 1)f ZP( 1))
 
CALL YZCO;P (YPS(Mtl), ZPS(M41]J YP(Il), ZP(MI))
 
CALL YZCOMIP (YPS(1I12) ZPS(N2), YP(M?), ZP(M2)
 










YPS [I )-fUIPFP (I-1)
 




yl)'s I J)J 0
 
7PS (J=Xt fWFR*( I-I)
 











DY 51 11, N " .
 
12=2t IEPOB 
lQT R51 C75(I) HcPLX(YS(12), ZS(12)) 
49
 
DO 46 [1=, I ll 
CALL Y7',,OD (YP(I) 
IF (ZPS( I) FC, . 
CALL PH I I (VP_ (M 
1r 4L O. 
, NOPH I ( )I 





,i ) 4 * 
(YP (J) 
.- Q. 0) 
E0. 
90 ZPS(J)=-?PS(J) 
GO TO 40 
ho IF (ZPIJ) .EG. 0.) 
IF (ZPS(J) .EQ.G.J 
40 CALL PHIL (YPS(J) , 




2 PPINT 6] 
YPS(1)=O. 
YPS (,'I .)=C. 
YPs(M2)=0. 
YPS (M.3) =r). 
ZPS( 1)-.,90X1*UoPFP 
/P( I ) Y8( I) , ZPS,( I]) 
/PS(I)=zPS( I )+1 oF­
}/P"( I), YP(II), ZP( I), PilIXO (I), ML'i 
ZP(J),* YPS( ZPSCJ))()), 
*AND. (NSIIAPE .FO. 1 ) IR. (RADI'S .FO. O0 




ZPS(J). YP (JI. ZP(J), PHIXO(J) , MLP) 
46
 
ZD- -1 ) =. 99)994JPPER 
ZPS (12) =. 000 1*XLOI'ER 
ZPS (M3)=.9999*XLOWER 
CALL YZCOMP (YPS( ]), ZPS( 1), YP( 1), 
CALL YZCO14P (YPS(Ml), ZPS(M1), YP(MI) 
CALL YZCOMP (YPS(N), ZPS(M2), YP(M2), 











CALL YZCOMP (YPS(I), ZPS(I)* 
J= I+%I 
YPS(J)=O,. 
ZPS (J I =YLOhVFR* I- ) 














DO 5? 1=1, N 
12=2xI 
52 CZS(I)=C1PLX(YS(I2), 
DO S3 h=?, 'Al 
Ij =I - 1 
J)MI=J-I 
CALL PHII (YPcs(I), 
IF (MLP .EO. 1) 5'., 
54 NOPHI ( I )=I 
Z9(12))
 




5% CALL PHII(YPS(IMI), ZPSIl), YP(iM1), ZP(I), PHIXY(I) , MLP) 
IF (MLP .EO. 1) 4, 5 
4 NOPHI( l)=1 
C PHIXZ7 I), MLP)ALL PHI I(YPS(I), 7PS(IMl). YP( I), ZP(TM1) 
It' (MLP .EQ. 1) 6, 7 
6 NO(PH (I ) li 
7 CALI- PRl[' (YI'( I), ZP.( I), YP(I ) ZP(1) , PHI xO ( TI . PH IX(I) PHI 
IXY( I), P IIx/ (I) PRE4 I ) 
CALL PHI!I (YP',( J), ZPS(J), YP(J), ZP(J), PHIX (J), MLP) 
50 
IF (WLP .FO. I) 565 <7
 
=96 NIOPHICJ) 1 
L)7 CALl. PIII(YPS(JM] , ZPSfJ) yD(J,]). ZP(J) P14XY(J) - vLD) 
IF MP rO. 1) 3, 
a NOPII ( I 1 
9 CALL PHII (YP (J) ZPS(JM1 )I, YP (J) ZPIJM14, PHIXZ(J) , MLP) 
IF (.ALP FQO. 1) 10, 121 
)n NOPII ( i I 
11 CALL PRESS (YPS(JI, ZPS(J), YP(J). ZP(JJ. PHIXO(JMI,), PHIX(J), PHI 
IXY(J), PHIXZ(J , PPE(J)) 
9'1 PRINT 6n. li YP(fl. ZP(W), PR'(T)g NOD-JI(I1, i yP(JI, 7P(J), PRF( 
1J) I NOPHI (3) 
DO 12 KJ=I, M3 
=




61 FORMAT (IHu, IX 36HPRESSURE COEFF. ON UPPER SURFACE ARF. 24X. 36H 
1PRESSURE COEF-F. ON LOI'IEP SURrACE APL //1HO, lX1 HI, 8X. lilY,. 33X, 
2 1HZ. 12X, 2IC0 , 7X, 1H*, IX, 1H$, IX, )HI, OX, IHY, IXi, 1HZ, 12A 
,
3. 2HCP, 7X, IH1H'6/ X ]HS)
 
60 FORMAT (SIX, 1H$/lX, 12, 3(2X, E12.5), ZX, II, 1X, IH$, JX. 12, "( 




SIF;BRCITTNE Pil (YPS, /PS, YP, ZP, PHI, M)
 
TilS SUbROUTINE CALCULATES ThF IMACINE PART OF THE POIENTIAL 
FUNTION AT ANY POSITION X 
COMPOwN/]/RADIU$, AZAXIS, BYIYXIS, b. BETA 
COMMON /2/NSHAPE 
COMMON/4/ALPItA, At DFLTA, DFLTAF, SPANF, XSPF, TANAF, SINAI, 5INt 
12s COSA2, COSA3, COSBT 
COMMON/5/PI, TWO/PI, P2, THIO2, RAD, N, N21 N2M1, 12P1 
COMMON/6/GVr)RT, GVORTO, GS(50Cj GSO05f), P-S(51,) THETAS ,n), Yl-"(r 
1), ZS(5',), D(1)9, H52), R(50), RO(5) THETA50), Y(SO), Z(5)., R 




COMON/27/DH(5)). H(25). DD(5"). DRR(5)), HH(25) 
COMMON/31/CZVS, CZS(25)
 














IF (ZPS .GT. ZS(12)) 2, 3
 
3 IF (ZPS .EQ. ZS(12)) 4, 5
 
5 IF (ZPS .GT. 0.) 6, 7
 
6 	GL=CL+(T'A.OPI*(O., 1.)) 
,6O TO 2
 








4F (ZPS GT. ZSTARV) 84 9
 
9 iF (ZPS .EQ. ZSTARV) 4, 10 
11)in1F (ZPS .GT. 0.) 11, 12 
11 ,CLtCL+l TWOPI*(0., 1.)) 
GO TO 8 
12 IF (ZP .O. 0.) 4, 8 
8 FACT=AIMAG(CL) 
IF (NSHAPE .Fo. 0) 1, 15 
14 WSR=RADIIJS*DRDDX*.5*ALCG (YP**2+ZP**2) 
GO To 16 













S(JBPIj91l III[ PRE$~'I PS, ZP$(, VP, /Pi PHIG, PHI , PHIXY. PHTfX? , CP) 
C TH IIS $tJP)tT I ML CAI CLAT~rf PRE-SSUPE CrlF FF1I CITENT 
Co.Mi,'ri3/foX, )xo) X, xxo 
CoM!IN//4/ALI'HA, Pit , DELTA, JL LIAF , SPANF * X$'Pf-, TAIjAE *. Si NAI , S INP 
12, COSA?, CO)SA3, COSBlT 
COW'IO/5/PI , FPOD!. PT,,,?, TI-IRIS, RAD, N, N2, N hI , N2PI 
COM"O/A/SVORT, CVORTO,05f, G',numi), RS(51), THITA,(l)q,(su0 
1), ZS(S(), D(S1I), HU?.R(91), R0050), THFTA(9n), YVUBO), ZU 10, Q 
?SV, THF7T3'!. Y TARV, ZSTARV, yV,-YVfl, ZY, ZVO, RV, PVC', T~jETAV 
COMMON/27/DH(5u), hl0(25;, DD(5O), DRR(50), HH(2'
 




CALL bOURCE (YP, LI', DR, DI, SR, 51) 
YSMYS VVP S-YST AR V
 




YDENV=(YSMYSVk*2 +ZSM4ZSV*i 2; XYS'PYSV**2±ZSMNZSV**2)
 














DWIDZSR =-GVORT *Y STAR V*25SM73V 1 CYS5 IY SV Y5PYSV) / f(P1I -Y DENV) -JM'R + 
DWDZSI =-(GVORT *YTR*YSYVYP- -~t7V 2/P*D.V4'
 
1UMI+TANA-SI) 










'~ ~'~ 53 
